
HOW TO USE ELECTRONIC BALANCE & DENSITY MEASUREMENT 
 

  
 

1. Materials and tools (for 1 class = 6 student groups) 

30 stones, 30 foam polystyrene pieces, six electronic balances, dose wrapping paper, at least six 50ml plastic 

measuring cylinders, six Eureka cans, six water containers, six improvised beakers, six pairs of tweezers, nylon 

thin strings, super glue, a permanent maker, bamboo sticks, 30 x 10 Gp coins, 30 x 5 Gp coins, 30 x 1Gp coins, 

30 x paper clips, and temporary coin receipts 

 

2. Preparation 

Chemical balance checking: 

Switch on the machine and check the brightness and stability of the digits on the display. 

If the voltage of the battery decreases, the digits on the display become unstable and dark.  Batteries must be 

charged after 8 hour practical and charge the batteries less than 10 hours. 

 

Density measurement 

Collect 30 stones (marble, granite, etc.).  Stones must be able to enter the Eureka can.  Tie the stone with 

strong thin nylon string and apply super glue on the knots.  Write serial number on the stones. 

Make 30 foam polystyrene pieces and write serial number on them with the permanent marker. 

 

Collect enough amount of water for volume measurement. 



PRACTICAL USE OF MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 1 

 
Class:  Group:  Date:  

 

Names of group member (fill in block letters) 

Index number First name Middle name Last name 

    

    

    

    

    

 

Activities: Learn how to use an electric (chemical) balance 

Measure density of irregular objects using an overflow can 

Tools:  An electric (chemical) balance, a plastic measuring cylinder, an overflow can, powder wrapping 

paper, laboratory spoons, a pair of tweezers, thin nylon strings, bamboo sticks, and a calculator 

Objectives: New Ghana coins, paper clips, stones and foam polystyrene pieces 

Other materials: Tap water, strings, permanent markers, super glue 

 

How to use chemical balance (application of the strain-gauze load cell) 

1) Place the balance on a flat, horizontal and stable heavy desk or table or laboratory bench. 

2) Do not jump or walk around the balance during the measurement.  Do not put your hand or heavy 

items on the bench.  If it is windy, close the windows and doors. 

3) Watching the spirit (water) level, which is installed left near side of the balance, level the balance with 

screwing the legs on the bottom of the instrument. 

4) Switch on the balance and wait 10 seconds until the machine finishes self checking. 

5) Remove the top of the pan cover. 

6) Put a sheet of powder (drug) wrapping paper, which is once folded in four triangles (fixing opposite 

apices by folding the sheet twice), on the pan of the balance slowly. 

7) Press “tare” button and confirm if the display shows zero. 

8) Put item(s) on the paper slowly using tweezers or lab spoon then put back the pan cover. 

9) Read and record the weight on the display. 

 



Measurement 1: measure weight of each item one by one.  Use at least 5 items of each type 

Result of Measurement 1 

 1Gp 5Gp 10Gp Paper clip 

1 .      g .      g .      g .      g 

2 .      g .      g .      g .      g 

3 .      g .      g .      g .      g 

4 .      g .      g .      g .      g 

5 .      g .      g .      g .      g 

Average 

weight 
.      g .      g .      g .      g 

Standard 

deviation 
   

 

 

Measurement 2: put same 5 objects on the balance pan and calculate weight of one item 

Result of Measurement 2 

 1Gp 5Gp 10Gp Paper clip 

Weight of 

5 objects 
.      g .      g .      g .      g 

Average 

weight 
.      g .      g .      g .      g 

 

Measurement 3: measure the weights and volumes of designated stones then calculate density of them. 

Put water in the overflow can until it has some overflow from the nose.  After the overflow stops, place 50ml 

measuring cylinder under the nose.  Put the first stone with string in the water slowly holding the string with 

your hand.  Catch the overflow in the cylinder.  When you read the water level, read at the bottom of 

meniscus. 

 

Result of measurement 3 

 Stone (   ) Stone (   ) Stone (   ) Stone (   ) 

Weight .      g .      g .      g .      g 

Overflow water volume .  cm
3
 .  cm

3
 .  cm

3
 .  cm

3
 

Density g/cm
3
 g/cm

3
 g/cm

3
 g/cm

3
 

 

Measurement 4: measure the weights and volumes of designated foam polystyrene pieces then calculate 

density. 

When you immerse a foam polystyrene piece in the overflow can, use a bamboo stick to push it.  

 

Result of measurement 4 

 Foam Polystyrene 

(   ) 

Foam Polystyrene 

(   ) 

Foam Polystyrene 

(   ) 

Foam Polystyrene 

(   ) 

Weight .      g .      g .      g .      g 

Overflow water volume .  cm
3
 .  cm

3
 .  cm

3
 .  cm

3
 

Density g/cm
3
 g/cm

3
 g/cm

3
 g/cm

3
 

 


